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Introduction
•

Welcome to the Wrap-Up Report of the 2021 edition of Esports BAR Cannes.

•

As the world’s leading B2B gathering for the international esports and competitivegaming industries, the event took place in the South of France city Cannes, inside
the famous Palais des Festivals venue.

•

From 13 to 15 October, Esports BAR offered delegates a special experience: the
participants’ first significant opportunity in almost two years to interact in real life,
after the current global Covid-19 pandemic forced live events worldwide to shut
down.

•

Esports BAR opened for business alongside its sister international event MIPCOM,
the largest international entertainment-content market, creating an unprecedented
significant hub focused on the global entertainment sector and its future.

•

The Esports BAR organisers welcomed several hundred attendees from 215-plus
companies in more than 50 countries.

•

Among those present were esports organisations, leagues and teams; media
companies; endemic and non-endemic consumer brands; and the video-game
publishers seeking next-generation avenues to exploit their hot in-demand
intellectual properties.
And the 2,000-plus business meetings
arranged featured a rare chance to meet
financial investors, including Scandinavian
entertainment giant MTG, as well as
venture-capital financiers France’s Trust
Esport Ventures and UK-based Hiro Capital.
The Esports BAR conference and its line-up
of more than 50 expert speakers, however,
remained a key draw at the event.
Introduced by Esports BAR Director Arnaud
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Verlhac at Cannes, it was that rare platform filled with insights
into the ever-evolving esports market and its unquestionable
impact on the global entertainment industry’s future.
This exclusive report is a wrap-up of the main discussion
points made at the conference. Centred on key pillars used by
Esports BAR to engage with and educate the world’s esports
decision-makers about the sector’s future direction, this report
focuses on the following:
1.

Esports and the Future of Entertainment: Audiences
Including the event’s two keynote speeches, this section demonstrates why
esports is a true audience-first business; without its communities, there is no
business

2.

Esports and the Future of Entertainment: Innovation
As a digital-first industry, esports and other competitive-gaming activities
organically generate data and instigate inventive developments like content
automation and the metaverse.

3.

Esports and the Future of Entertainment: Brands
Brand owners and marketers have traditionally been among the biggest investors
in media and entertainment to reach customers; esports and gaming are setting
a new bar for how to reach in-demand young Millennials, Gen Z and Generation
Alpha fans

4.

Esports and the Future of Entertainment: Society
Esports might be highly competitive, but in today’s era of mindfulness, a positive
focus on the physical and mental welfare of individual players and teams are
essential to its commercial success and longevity.

5.

Esports BAR’s Shaker of the Year Award

6.

Conclusion
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1- Esports and the Future of Entertainment: Audiences
Several Esports BAR speakers emphasised that the industry’s current and future rapid
growth are being propelled by what the esports “community” wants first and
foremost. That community, comprising both competitive gamers and their viewers,
who might also be other gamers, are billions in number. Unlike traditional media and
entertainment, esports tournament organisers, content creators and marketers cannot
take their audience for granted. They must respond when the community speaks via
the very same digital platforms used to reach them.

“It is the audience,” declared Hungate, who was making her Esports BAR debut.
“Technology has enabled a generation born with smartphones in their hands to make
choices at a very early age. And their choice is access to entertainment whenever they
want it and however they want it.”
She added: “The entertainment they want isn’t a single screen; it isn’t passive; it is not a
lean-back experience. The way stories are told
and consumed has changed and there is no
going back. This means thinking of media as a
service and not just as a product. Like gaming,
in fact.”
Hungate also delivered 10 key tips to both the
esports and TV industries, based on her years
working in traditional TV, which continues to be
a colossal global sector, even if it no longer
appeals to a new generation of audiences.

Keynoter Claire Hungate is the President/COO at Team Liquid, the international multigenre esports organisation owned by US-based aXiomatic Gaming, one of the world’s
biggest esports, sports and entertainment investment groups.
Evolution of Entertainment: What Traditional Media & Esports Can Learn From Each
Other was the title of the keynote presentation by Hungate, who has brought 18 years’
experience in high-profile traditional TV-production and entertainment businesses to
Team Liquid.
She has concluded that growth is slowing down for the old media that prospered by
taking the international sale of their intellectual properties (IP) for granted.
Instead, they could learn from the business models of esports, which are hinged on
the demands of their viewers, who are also esports participants.

Esports is the perfect storm with a highly engaged organic
critical-mass audience, globally appealing brands which also
have resonance, huge and established distribution platforms,
and evolving monetisation. That makes it the perfect target
for traditional-media acquisition in five to 10 years’ time.

“It is audience first and fan first for gaming and esports because they are built on
enabling fandom and sharing IP. Our value is in the audience. An organically engaged
audience is the most valuable audience you can own,” she stated.
Hungate even predicted that esports businesses could become the merger-andacquisition targets of traditional media conglomerates determined to be relevant to
future generations.
“Esports is the perfect storm with a highly engaged organic critical-mass audience,
globally appealing brands which also have resonance, huge and established distribution
platforms, and evolving monetisation. That makes it the perfect target for traditionalmedia acquisition in five to 10 years’ time.”

—

Claire Hungate, Team Liquid
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Also attending Esports BAR for the first time was Kim Phan, Co-founder/COO at RTS, an
offshoot of Hollywood talent agency Endeavor and a consultancy focused on hooking up
brands with esports and gaming talent.
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Her keynote speech, Content Creating the Right Campaign, pointed out how the brandtalent partnership will not work if marketers do not understand the esports and gaming
communities.

During the panel called Play Valorant: Perspectives on the Evolution of Esports, Riot
Games explained why the introduction of a new title required the blessing of its esports
communities.

And those communities are not small. The esports
industry, already generating US$1bn in revenues in
2021, is part of the US$175bn global gaming market,
she said. And esports has also become part of today’s
popular culture when a tournament like The
International offers a hefty US$40m prize pool. Such
figures attract attention and marketers want to be a part
of it.
A life-long gamer whose experience at Endeavor also
introduced her to how brands and the entertainment
industry collaborate, Phan stated that the expectations
of Gen Z and other digital-first audiences cannot be
ignored.
Brands must recognise that “content creators and
influencers are tribe leaders surrounded by fans that are
very loyal to them, who look up to them and who listen to them”.
Phan advised marketers to bear the following in mind: “The relationship between
creators and their audience is just more intense than it is with the biggest leagues,
actors
or
musicians,”
she
said.
“Gamers will immediately notice brands that are taking the one-off approach. That is not
going to work. You have to invest the time to understand this space. You need to add
value.”

Valorant, a 5 x 5 multiplayer tactical shooter game, is the new title from Riot Games, the
publisher/developer of League of Legends, the eminent multiplayer online battle arena
game that dominates professional esports.

—
The Esports BAR keynoters were joined by panels and on-stage interviews that
highlighted the prominence of the community, audiences and viewers in the competitivegaming ecosystem.
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Zeynep Gencaga, Senior Manager, Business Development & Partnerships, Europe and
MENA at Riot Games, said: “Valorant is a completely different universe, which was one of
the reasons it got traction because it was a bit more inventive compared to the way we
normally work.”
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However, there was also the challenge of introducing a new game in the region she
covers: Europe, the MENA (Middle East, North Africa) region, Turkey and the CIS
(Commonwealth of Independent States) markets, which comprise about 70 countries
and over 16 languages.

Energy-drinks giant Red Bull and Dutch blood bank Sanquin are examples of marketers
that get it when it comes to striking the right chords with the esports community, stated
Marc Regeur, Head of Brands & Digital Relations at UK esports organisation Gfinity. “You
have to find something that resonates with the crowd.”

Riot Games worked with its partners, including Germany-based Freaks 4U Gaming, in the
different regions to see how the gaming community will respond.
Gencaga described why it resonated: “We are a player-first company. One of the reasons
it became a sensation with the community – everyone wanted to play it in a competitive
manner, not just casually. And the esports community started growing in its own right
after the launch of the game.”
In the panel on How Do Esports Fans Respond to Marketing and Sponsorship?, the
speakers reiterated Kim Phan’s message advising brands to avoid half-hearted
commitments to the esports business.
Mathieu Lacrouts, CEO of French esports advertising agency Hurrah.Group, told
marketers, “you to stick to your purpose and make sure you apply it; then it shows you
are committed. The worst examples come from advertisers that miss that mark, just
sponsor, but don’t activate.”
Also specific about this was Thomas Fellger, CEO of Berlin-headquartered Veritas
Entertainment, the international esports-venues developer and brand-integration
specialist. He told brand owners: “What you are doing is building a community for the
future, which understands whether or not you take them seriously, not on a campaign
level but on a timeline where you start somewhere and then you, hopefully, have a vision
for them.”
Citing car maker BMW as a brand owner that understands esports, he continued: “The
only clients we take on understand there is a multi-year engagement, where there is a
KPI such as growing the community, engagement with the community.”

The only clients we take on understand there is a multi-year
engagement, where there is a KPI such as growing the
community, engagement with the community.

Thomas Fellger, Veritas Entertainment
James Dean, the UK Managing Director of ESL Gaming, the world’s largest esports
company, then showed why marketers need to understand that esports fans are not
internationally monolithic. One campaign by logistics group DHL that was a resounding
success in the UK failed abysmally when repeated in Germany, he said.
“When we think about the esports community, it is not one community,” explained. “It is
thousands of communities. We represent so many of those niche audiences, and we
have to be really careful and tailor experiences for them.”
—
If esports is a fragmented sector serving different niche audiences, its international
marketing strategists need to localise their content to access the most relevant viewers,
concluded speakers in the session on Think Global, Act Local: Best Practice from Sports
and the Regional Esports Leagues Models. For global campaigns, “marketers have their
local budgets,” said Leo de Biase, esports pioneer and CEO of BBL, the Brazil-based
international esports-entertainment company. “They bring along some global partners,
for example, Riot Games. They talk to the local offices and discuss how to streamline
these global campaigns in different countries. This is becoming more and more
common.”
While it is much quicker for an esports team to gain an international profile compared to
a traditional-sports team, it is still more effective for brands to establish relationships
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with them at the regional level, observed Pawel Kowalczyk, CEO of Polish esports league
Polska Liga Esportowa.

A lot of buy-outs are getting very expensive, and
organisations will have to find ways to find new good players.
In the next few years, it will be very important for every
organisation to find new players from their local area.

Jocelyn Roux, Team BDS
Kowalczyk continues: “The regional league is the most important because there is
already a connection and link with the real fans,” he said. “That is because you have
supporters from the local towns and cities in the country. When you are really strong in
the region and you become the champion of the country, then you can be recognised at
the international level.”
Jocelyn Roux, Head of Legal at Swiss esports organisation Team BDS, predicted that
thinking locally will be critical for esports organisations to reach an international
audience in the future. He said: “A lot of buy-outs are getting very expensive, and
organisations will have to find ways to find new good players. In the next few years, it will
be very important for every organisation to find new players from their local area.”
—
Esports viability as an industry relies on also offering value-added and related content to
keep its audiences, the community, engaged, said panellists during the session on
Viewership Trends 2021 and What to expect for 2022.

Moderator Ivan Danishevsky, of Esports Charts, put the ecosystem’s status in context
when he showed figures confirming strong growth among gaming viewers on
livestreaming platforms from the Spring 2020 to Spring this year.
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This showed the pandemic whetted viewers’ appetite for more esports and gaming
content. But as that same audience is bombarded with a very large number of esports
entertainment services targeting different niche groups, how does an esportsentertainment service stop its viewers from migrating elsewhere?
The solution lies in offering esports audiences more of what they want and Mediapro
Group, the Spanish-language media-and-entertainment conglomerate, is in a very good
position to do so, said María Carmen Fernández Tallon, Director of Innovation & New
Business.
With interests in an esports organisation and its competitions via LVP, a live-streaming
platform via Ubeat, an online tournament-community platform via ArenaGG, and linearbroadcast TV rights to traditional sports, Mediapro has the variety of assets to keep its
audience engaged.
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“We have the only place where you can find diverse entertainment content, including
esports,” she said. “We have doubled the number of unique users on the platform in the
past nine months, which is amazing as that audience has more or less been acquired
organically. Audiences have come to the platform without big marketing campaigns.”

The size of the gaming community being targeted by esports is much larger than is being
acknowledged, said Sam Butler, Vice President of Business Development at Antstream
Arcade, a streaming platform dedicated to retro and vintage games like Namco’s 1980s
title Pac-Man and 1990s video game Mortal Kombat, now owned by Warner Bros.
Entertainment subsidiary NetherRealm Studios.
Attention in gaming is still directed mostly to contemporary titles, making it difficult to
remember there is still a big audience for the old games. “We’re hurtling towards half a
million users and will probably be up to 1 million by the middle of next year,” Butler says.
“No one else was doing it. We see ourselves as complementary to the Triple A cloudgaming platforms like Stadia and we are providing all those retro games for the first time
on device-agnostic formats.”
Keynoter Claire Hungate’s point about traditional media’s increasing its interest in
esports encroached this panel debate. This was confirmed by speakers Stefan Zant,
Managing Director of Seven.One Sports (a subsidiary of German TV conglomerate
ProSiebenSat.1), and Linette Zaulich, Director at ZDF Enterprises (part of German public
broadcaster ZDF).

We were expecting that people would watch live esports on
TV three to four years ago. But they don’t. And they don’t
watch it on the OTT platforms. They watch it on Twitch or
YouTube. They have different needs and preferences.

Stefan Zant, Seven.One Sports
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Zant argued that linear-TV esports should be free to watch and be one of several media
platforms used to reach fans.
“We have a weekly TV show on free-to-air. We have a deal with Activision Blizzard – for
Call of Duty competitions – in Germany with about half a million watching this live event
just on TV, which is in addition to whatever you see in Twitch.”
He added that he had no illusions that TV viewers would prefer to watch esports
tournaments live on a regular basis. “We were expecting that people would watch live
esports on TV three to four years ago. But they don’t. And they don’t watch it on the OTT
platforms. They watch it on Twitch or YouTube. They have different needs and
preferences.”
Yet any forward-looking linear-TV broadcaster needs the young audience drawn to
esports, Zaulich stated. “The broadcaster ZDF has problems entertaining anyone under
the age of 60. So, we are approaching this audience,” she said.
But to do so means there is a lot more work to do, she added: “I can’t imagine a 14-yearold or even a 25-year-old still watching linear TV. Why would they watch anything on
even Netflix, if the algorithm is not showing what they are interested in?” ▬
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2- Esports and the Future of Entertainment: Innovation
The cataclysmic drop in global advertising spend last year because of the global
pandemic is opening up innovative opportunities for esports monetisation and there is
data to prove, said Mike Wragg, International Head of Strategy Consulting and Research
& Managing Director Asia Pacific at Nielsen Sports, the audience-measurement research
giant.
Speaking during Esports is Growing Up:
How It Fits in the Media World, he reported
a 25% drop in total global ad spend during
the second quarter of 2020, in contrast to
the 3%-5% annual growth rate in the
previous two decades.
Although that has been a “huge shock to
the system” for the global media market, it
means advertisers have held on to budgets
that they might want to allocate elsewhere,
he observed.
“This is an opportunity for the esports community,” he said. “A lot of the trend that we
were seeing was in how advertisers were moving their money out of traditional
investments and towards exciting new properties like esports. Now, our prediction over
the next five years of that trend has basically come true - in about one year.”
This is due to the changing demographics for old media, which has seen its audience
grow older. For example, the average age of all audiences in the US is 38, while that of
the country’s linear-TV viewer is 50.
“If you are the type of sponsorship property that can offer a broader, younger audience,
then that is going to be driving a significant premium,” Wragg added, referring to the
esports industry. “Esports has a really different profile from a demographic point of view
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compared to a lot of traditional sports. This is good news for this audience (at Esports
BAR Cannes); and good news for brands already finding a way to invest here.” He also
asked the Esports BAR delegates to explore similar opportunities in virtual sports
(esports based on physical sports), mobile gaming, cause and influential marketing.

Esports has a really different profile from a demographic
point of view compared to a lot of traditional sports. This is
good news for this audience (at Esports BAR Cannes); and
good news for brands already finding a way to invest here.

Mike Wragg, Nielsen Sports
Wragg’s colleague, Timo Krueger, Nielsen’s Commercial Director of Esports & Gaming,
International, advised brands not to copy and paste into esports their marketing
strategies for traditional sports. “In esports, it is different. It depends on the league or
event for reaching the different kinds of audiences,” he said.
ESL Gaming’s James Dean noted the
importance of data, such as Nielsen
figures, to enable the non-endemic
brands to make sound decisions on
where to focus their marketing
expenditure in the gaming sector.
“Esports is on the agenda of every
brand out there. It is a fantastic digital
way to engage with a young audience,”
Dean said. “We need to grab hold of that
data-led research to understand the
foundation of a long-term campaign or
partnership.”
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Moritz Maurer, CEO/founder of data platform GRID Esports, agreed that esports and
competitive-gaming decision-makers need to be fluent in amassing and interpreting
data to match the hundreds of billions generated by the traditional-sports sector.
During his presentation Data as Driver for Growth and Sustainability in the Esports
Ecosystem, Maurer noted how physical-sports data platforms had recently been listed
on stock exchanges with valuations in the billions because of the innovation data
brought to that traditional industry.
Then, imagine the incalculable value to be gained from data accessed from the digitalfirst business of esports entertainment, he declared. The data-gathering system for
traditional sports is flawed already: “The data is being collected manually. It is ridiculous
in my opinion. Humans make mistakes and the data they see is limited to whatever their
field of view is.”

Esports, on the other hand, has data in its DNA. “We are fans of a sport that is digital by
design,” he said. “The data is perfect in esports, or it should be. While traditional sports

have made a lot of strides turning data into a billion-dollar asset, esports is in this
position from the get-go.” He urged the esports and competitive-gaming ventures to
learn how to extract data and make it accessible, to tell great stories for viewers and to
boost fan engagement.

Yet, the optimum advantage that data analysis could bring to esports to make the
industry attractive to mainstream audiences and traditional media is hampered by the
highly fragmented nature of the business, he argued. “This is the No.1 blocker for the
adoption of esports in a grander way by traditional sports media and linear TV.”

While traditional sports have made a lot of strides turning
data into a billion-dollar asset, esports is in this position
from the get-go.

Moritz Maurer, GRID Esports
—
An expertise in gathering data will also be essential to revolutionising how to deliver
content at the right niche audience in the fragmented esports industry, stated André
Fläckel, Head of Gaming and Esports at Switzerland-headquartered sports-marketing
conglomerate Infront Sports & Media, during his on-stage interview.
He described why it is labour-intensive to distribute round-the-clock entertainment
content for different gaming titles, tournaments, celebrities in different languages and
regions accurately to esports audiences constantly hungry for information.
How content managers, therefore, use their time efficiently to collect raw data and
other information to create entertainment is vital, Fläckel said, because up to 70% of the
time is filled with publishing recurring facts and figures.
“Content scaling up is the key,” he said during the Innovation as a strategy session.
“Then, you have the remaining 30%-40% of the time focused on content that triggers
the kind of emotions that create more attention.”
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Content X, the Artificial Intelligence contentautomation system created by Infront X, Infront
Sports’ tech division, aims to offer social and
digital-media content creators that resourceful
use of their time.
It is scalable, cost-efficient and retains fans’
attention, as demonstrated by how it has been
deployed by the UK’s Scottish Professional
Football League. “See it as a Vitamin B that helps
you to be more efficient, save time and create
more content,” Fläckel explained.
—

Using technology to broadcast tournaments remotely via livestreaming services was the
core theme of How to Perform in the Cloud when Livestreaming.
Cloud-based remote broadcasting allowed French broadcast-tech specialist easylive.io
to help numerous esports-tournament organisers to continue entertaining audiences
during the Covid-enforced quarantines that halted all physical-sports tournaments
worldwide.
“In the cloud, tournament organisers can switch from one feed to another, add graphics,
add the relevant languages and then they can package the feed to distribute to, say,
YouTube or Twitch or another OTT streaming platform,” offered Philippe Laurent,
easylive.io’s CEO. “You need different feeds and workflow because all platforms have
various needs. So, you need to tailor the experiences for each destination.”
That is something, traditional linear broadcast-TV would have struggled to do, certainly
at an affordable rate, added Akshat Rathee, Managing Director of India-based esports
organisation NODWIN Gaming, an easylive.io user.
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The flexibility offered by easylive.io appealed to NODWIN amid the uncertainty triggered
by the Covid, Rathee said. “Everything in the cloud was good for our opex (operating
expenses), which means fewer costs. And you can use the service as you need and can
scale up or down.”

In the cloud, tournament organisers can switch from one feed
to another, add graphics, add the relevant languages and
then they can package the feed to distribute to, say, YouTube
or Twitch or another OTT streaming platform

Philippe Laurent, easylive.io
The long-term prospects for esports were also explored in The Impact of the Pandemic
on League Business Models, Sponsorships & Partnerships, when speakers agreed that
innovations discovered during the pandemic will continue to be used afterwards. The
speakers included Excel Esports’ Wouter Sleijffers and LVP’s Jordi Soler.
The still young competitive-esports business is not only the future of youth
entertainment, it is already being forced to look into its own future, as demonstrated by
data announced and discussions had during Playing on a Global Pitch: Youth, Esports
and the Metaverse.
During his presentation, Adam Woodgate, Senior Vice President of Media Insights at UKbased kids-edutainment research specialist Dubit Group, said children start gaming at a
very young age.

They move from playing on apps to consoles from 6 to 11 years old, and start focusing
on console games from 12 to 15 years old. Esports decision-makers need to know
children “are spending lots of time with eyes glued to screens.
The TV accounts for the majority of that time, but a lot of that is being connected via
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Smart TV and consoles”. Today’s youngsters love playing Roblox, Minecraft, Fortnite and
other sandbox and battle-royale games, illustrating how the innovative function of
games has changed in just one generation, he added.

The cool thing about esports is that we can do that virtually
already. So, with a metaverse, we could have our own
stadium with 3 million spectators, with booths that defy the
laws of gravity, and create a community of belonging that is
unlike anything ever before in sports.

Sam Mathews, Fnatic
immersed in the emerging metaverse, (an interactive and virtual but functioning universe
populated by avatars of real people and real-life entertainment).
That is because Roblox, Fortnite, Minecraft and similar immersive games are seen as the
building blocks of the metaverse, which social-media goliath Facebook is already
committed to by renaming the Facebook Inc. corporation itself Meta.
“The metaverse technology is not fully there yet, but the behaviours are already here as
seen in the virtual concerts in Fortnite by Ariane Grande and Travis Scott. Luxury brand
Gucci launched its own event in Roblox and had about 20 million to 30 million people
come and play in its branded world.” Woodgate said.

“Gaming used to be about mastery and achievement, and now it is about collaboration,
experience, cooperation and creativity,” Woodgate said.
“The reasons kids play games: it is all about the social, the interaction, the storytelling
the sharing and the relationship between the players. The pandemic has made that even
greater than it was before.”
That development also illustrates why this young generation of gamers will be fully
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Esports’s very infrastructure makes it well-placed to jump on the metaverse bandwagon,
noted Sam Mathews, Co-founder/CEO of UK-based international esports organisation
Fnatic. A physical stadium might hold 100,000 spectators at the most, he explained: “But
the cool thing about esports is that we can do that virtually already. So, with a metaverse,
we could have our own stadium with 3 million spectators, with booths that defy the laws
of gravity, and create a community of belonging that is unlike anything ever before in
sports.”

Jonas Gundersen, Chief Operating Officer at Swedish esports group Ninjas in Pyjamas,
stated that competitive-gaming entertainment might as well already be operating in a
metaverse. “For me, it is about the gateway that the metaverse can be. When you look at
the youth of today, the way they engage with games and technology, I feel it has a lot of
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similarities with the metaverse. Instead of trying to build it per se yourself, I feel it is
about the enablement the metaverse can do that makes it interesting.”
—

The Mobile Esports: Opportunities and Challenges panel confirmed how the interactive
format of digital-first esports organically introduces innovation into the space.
After the domination of consoles and PCs as the key devices for playing esports at
professional and amateur levels, the fast-rising mobile esports, as played on hand-held
smartphones, looks set to be increasing at an equally rapid rate.
JinHo James Yang, Global Esports Centre Director at Tencent Games, agreed that it is
currently dominant in Southeast Asia. But the format hardly existed just a few years ago.
“If esports is young, mobile esports is a super, super baby,” he said. “It will take time but
there are a lot of mobile players out there. In Southeast Asia, mobile penetration is more
than 100%; sometimes, it is the only device they use to play games. All over South Asia
and Southeast Asia, we’re seeing big viewership for mobile esports.”
The Asian trend looks set to expand into
the Western economies, predicted
Fabian Scheuermann, Senior Vice
President Game Management at esports
goliath ESL Gaming.
“I have been working on mobile for four
years and mobile esports is just regular
esports in the Eastern economies. You
have to look at it on a region-by-region
basis and in Western Europe and North
America, we still need to grow there.” ▬
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In Southeast Asia, mobile penetration is more than 100%;
sometimes, it is the only device they use to play games. All
over South Asia and Southeast Asia, we’re seeing big
viewership for mobile esports.

JinHo James Yang, Tencent Games
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3- Esports and the Future of Entertainment: Brands
Fashion giants Ralph Lauren and Gucci, as well as confectionery KitKat were among the
non-endemic global brand owners participating in or featured significantly at this year’s
Esports BAR Cannes.
If traditional entertainment has always been a reliable channel for marketers to reach
new customers, these companies demonstrated their commitment to the competitivegaming business and its next-generation audience of digital natives.
For more than 50 years, the Ralph Lauren brand has been associated with high-end
sophisticated celebrities, from Hollywood actress Gwyneth Paltrow to tennischampionship ace Roger Federer. The company is aiming for a similar all-encompassing
association with competitive gaming via its partnership with G2 Esports Holding, the
Berlin-headquartered international esports-entertainment group.

For us, this is not about kitting out the
players with nice clothes, this is about
working on joint products, working on
virtual collections. This partnership is
about bridging the virtual and physical
worlds.

“It is about looking after the teams, the talent, the coaches, the entire G2 dimension. The
full community. The fellowship. The fan base. It is about being together with that team
and sharing those values about sportsmanship, about togetherness, and the power of
Ralph Lauren has always been around those core values and also about family.” Azoulay
said.
Sabrina Ratih, G2 Esports’s Interim Commercial Director, added: “For us, this is not about
kitting out the players with nice clothes, this is about working on joint products, working
on virtual collections. This partnership is about bridging the virtual and physical worlds.”
—
Gucci’s ambitions to ride the gaming wave to reach next-gen consumers were illustrated
by Michele Attisani, CEO of FACEIT, during the on-stage interview about Aspiration,
Inclusiveness & Accessibility, the Key Factors to Empower Grassroots Talent.
Attisani officially announced the partnership at Esports BAR, giving delegates the
opportunity to learn why a global luxury brand wanted to access grassroots talent, as
opposed to top-tier professional teams and players.
However, with its 23 million registered users,
esports-tournament platform FACEIT has
access to the myriad amateur-level gamers or
competitive players aspiring to enter the
professional circuits.
He said Gucci felt a connection with the FACEIT
community’s ideals like respect, selfexpression and inclusion, which aim to
empower a new generation of talent in esports.

Sabrina Ratih, G2 Esports
Ralph Lauren sees its role as helping esports go mainstream.
“That partnership has a full 360-degree dimension,” said
Pauline Azoulay, Vice President Media EMEA & Latam, Global
Head of Esports.
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“It is not enough for a company to recognise an opportunity anymore. Every major brand
needs to use its voice to stand for something today,” he said. “This is an industry-first
collaboration designed to go deeper than partnerships we’ve seen before in the space
and supporting the core community by offering a path to pro by providing the tools for
self-development.”
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In the past, the partnerships within esports and gaming have been much more focused on slapping
on a logo. But we wanted to make sure that when did it, it would be much bigger and in a more
seamless and integrated way.

Alex Buck, Kitkat (Nestlé)
Meanwhile, KitKat, the 86-year-old iconic chocolate-covered wafer bar made by Nestlé,
has proven that a brand is never too old to engage with digital-first fans in esports.
Alex Buck, KitKat’s Content & Digital Media Expert at Nestlé, and Tobias Heim, Managing
Director of build a rocket (KitKat’s esports-marketing agency) in Germany, presented a
case study of how KitKat infiltrated the esports universe and successfully made itself at
home.
First, it introduced gaming youths to its very popular slogan: “Have a break; have a
KitKat.” Heim explained how this retro tagline was relevant in competitive gaming, which
can be relentlessly stressful, especially at the professional level. “That is the story we are
trying to tell here. Enjoy your game; have fun with it; but from time to time have a break.
That is healthy.”
As a business strategy, Buck displayed several examples of the campaign that
epitomised how the KitKat brand and logo had melded into the League of Legendsthemed LEC and LCL tournaments to become part of their story.
“It is a great example of how we used our existing brand slogan and brand image in a
new environment,” Buck said.
“In the past, the partnerships within esports and gaming have been much more focused
on slapping on a logo. But we wanted to make sure that when did it, it would be much
bigger and in a more seamless and integrated way.” ▬
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4- Esports and the Future of Entertainment: Society
Looking after the mental and physical health of players, the wellbeing of fans and being
authentic in purpose is good for business, concluded speakers during sessions focused
on the human elements in esports.
“I think purpose should drive everything you do in the business. It helps you to be true to
yourselves and what you are trying to achieve. At Excel, our purpose is built around what
we call ‘The Power of Better’,” Commercial Director Mark Carter said during the session
on Why We Should Start with a Purpose in Esports?
The business is obviously about being competitive and having the drive to win, he
continued. But to sustain success, the company has established three corporate pillars
to abide by: Learning, Sustainability and Inclusion. For example, he said, it is about

“continuing to learn on a competitive basis, but also learning from our community and
how we serve them”.
As a global consumer-facing brand collaborating in all aspects of esports, financialservices giant Mastercard also incorporates purpose when communicating its brand
messaging.
“To have a clear purpose is very important,” Sweden-based Jessica Stahlbom,
MasterCard’s Head of Marketing, said. “I think having a clear purpose (as a non-endemic
brand) is both internal and external for Mastercard. When it comes to internally, it’s very
important that the whole business, from new hires to the CEO, is aligned on the same
purpose. And from an external perspective, our experience is that if a company has a
clear purpose, it attracts new customers and partners within the B2C space that we often
work in.”

Microsoft’s purpose policy is “to empower every person on this planet to do more”, said
Donald Brinkman, Principal Group Product Manager. The PC-software giant, which also
happens to one of the world’s largest game publishers, has been making inroads into
competitive gaming.
And once its esports unit was able to tap into the corporate purpose, Microsoft’s other
divisions started to add their support for its still growing esports activities. “The bar for
getting the attention of our C-suite is for it to be a billion-dollar business. When you look
at gaming, you can say that easily meets the bar. When you look at esports, you can see
a trend towards that bar,” Brinkman added.

From an external perspective, our experience is that if a
company has a clear purpose, it attracts new customers and
partners within the B2C space that we often work in.

Jessica Stahlbom, MasterCard
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Mental Health should be addressed at all levels in the business, said this session’s
panellists. Dr Lindsey Migliore, an esports medicine physician also known as GamerDoc,
warned team owners not to neglect their players’ wellbeing.
“We’re losing players that are so young to mental health and burn-out. Yet, how much
does it cost to train a player? How much does it cost to replace a player, especially in a
game like League of Legends where team composition is so very important?”

If an athlete feels well, he or she will perform better. I think
implementing a strategy around mental health could also
generate revenue for a team.

François Singer, 17 Sport
His views were supported by François Singer, Purpose & Impact Partnerships Manager
at 17 Sport, an esports social-impact specialist. “If an athlete feels well, he or she will
perform better. I think implementing a strategy around mental health could also
generate revenue for a team. So, it is very important for the team, the organisation, the
athlete to have that in mind.”
Stefy Bau, CEO of Init Esports, agreed: “We look at athletes, in digital or in real life, as if
they are machines that keep going, and going and going. But sometimes, if you just stop
and listen to them, you might find an answer that in the long run can make the team
perform much better.”
—
Esports players, viewers and gamers have, fairly or unfairly, gained a reputation in
society at large as excessively sedentary adolescents, eyes glued to the screen and
overeating junk food.
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Professional esports proves the lie in that perception, which has also discouraged many
non-endemic brands from investing in competitive-gaming, said Michelle Tierney,
Director of Commercial Partnerships at UK-based organisation Guild Esports, during her
interview session called How Are Esports Teams Diversifying Their Assets to Become
Lifestyle?
However, she argued, the nonendemic brands investing in
esports sectors need to be
proactive in educating the
mainstream consumers. “It is
our job to help the brands
understand how they need to
build a relationship with the
audience to help remove the
stigma from this space,” she
added.
“If a non-endemic brand can
shine a light into esports and
gaming, the community will
not only get behind the brand, but we will also create a win-win-win triangle where the
non-endemic brand has helped bridge the gap to help remove those stigmas.”
As an esports organisation, Guild Esports’s major shareholders include David Beckham,
the former professional soccer player and one of the world’s most iconic celebrities.
“Brand ambassadors are really important for us to make sure that we can bridge that
gap to the non-endemic space that probably do not know much about esports and
gaming.”
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Humanising Gaming & Esports provided the ideal platform for demonstrating the benefits
of gaming on players’ mental health when delegates were shown an extract from Gaming
and Me: Connections, Identity and Support, a TV documentary by UK public broadcaster
BBC.

“I started talking to people who said mainstream media normally gets this wrong,” Alvaro
Alvarez, the show’s producer, said. “It was about looking at video games in a more
nuanced way, trying to understand why people play video games and what video games
bring to the people who play them.” ▬

Aimed at its young viewers on the BBC Three network, the show featured devoted
gamers explaining how gaming has brought so much positivity to their lives.

© BBC3
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Esports BAR’s 2021 Shaker of the Year Award
Anna Rozwandowicz is the 2021 Esports BAR Shaker of the Year
winner. The prestigious accolade was given to Rozwandowicz, CoCEO/Founder of communications agency The Story Mob, for “the way
in which she has supported the esports sector via positive narratives,
with genuine and accurate stories and coverage, throughout the
pandemic”.
I’m very happy and thankful
to see communications and
storytelling recognised as
one of the main forces that
drives our industry
forward.“ She went on to
thank her team at The Story
Mob, who she described as,
“some of the most
passionate and dedicated
people in the industry.

Anna Rozwandowicz,
The Story Mob
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CONCLUSION
This report shows that:
• Esports is a major influence on other major entertainment sectors, including TV shows and sports events.
• Esports offers a haven for non-endemic brands seeking new channels for reaching today’s young digital-native
consumers.
• Esports attracts billions of gamers who form communities where they socialise, interact and tell stories; investors
must engage with those communities to gain access to the ecosystem’s full benefits.
• Esports provides the starting point for media-and-entertainment innovations like the metaverse.
• Esports is among the entertainment sectors learning why being mindful of its creators, such as its professional
and amateur players and teams, goes a long way to supporting each business’s bottom line.
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This report is brought to you by Esports BAR
At Esports BAR, we are committed to transforming the sport of the digital generation into the future of
entertainment by providing industry leaders with the most productive and meaningful events where
esports tastemakers and non-endemic top-management executives meet to shape esports’ future.
Follow Esports BAR

Get ready for updates on Esports BAR Cannes 2022 by visiting our website:
https://cannes.the-esports-bar.com/en-gb.html
And for esports insights all year long, check out our blog:
https://blog.the-esports-bar.com/

Written by:
Juliana Koranteng is the founder/editor-in-chief of MediaTainment Finance (MTF) and TechMutiny, the business
journals that respectively cover investments in international media, entertainment and creative sectors, and the
impact of related digital technologies.
Follow @MediatainmentMT
Follow @TechMutiny
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